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Celtics-Hawks has been a coaching chess match 

By Adam Himmelsbach 

When they continue their first-round playoff series Thursday, the Hawks and Celtics will meet for the 

sixth time in 13 nights. They have become familiar with each other’s schemes, tendencies, and 

approaches, but both have also unveiled a mixture of timely and effective adjustments. 

During the regular season, a loss in San Antonio can be followed one night later by a win in New Orleans. 

The time to dig into one opponent is limited. But the playoffs are different, and the chess match that has 

been developing in this series has offered glimpses into the intricacy of the process. 

Each game tells its own story, but the recent past has served as a necessary prologue. Now there is 

anticipation to see what Celtics coach Brad Stevens and Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer — widely 

known as two of the game’s brightest tacticians — will come up with next. 

“I think one of the great challenges is to not do too much, not to adjust too much, and to make sure 

your team is reacting and competing and still finding, are there small ways we can tweak and be 

better?” Budenholzer said. “I think all coaches relish that balance and look forward to it.” 

“I think the one thing that’s obvious is when you’re into a 10th game against another team, six in the 

last however many days, then you’ve got a pretty good idea what they want to do and they’ve got a 

pretty good idea what you want to do,” Stevens said. “So it’s about going out there and doing it.” 

After the Celtics lost the first two games and their starting shooting guard, Avery Bradley, to a hamstring 

injury, Stevens struck back in Game 3, inserting forward Jonas Jerebko and guard Evan Turner into the 

starting lineup. Jerebko had not started an NBA game in more than three years, but the move worked 

brilliantly. 

Jerebko helped Boston space the floor to give point guard Isaiah Thomas more room to operate, and his 

ability to switch on screens was invaluable on defense. Turner, meanwhile, gave Boston a big, physical 

guard who could carve into the paint and either get his own shot or force a defense to collapse and free 

up Thomas. The Celtics won the game. 

“You have to evaluate how your team played and if we did what we’d desired to do on either end of the 

floor before rushing to any judgments on any change needing to be made or not,” Stevens said. “So you 

just look at it that way and then you change if necessary.” 

Hawks All-Star forward Paul Millsap was mostly silenced over the first three games, averaging 7.7 points 

on 10-for-32 shooting. But in Game 4, Atlanta made an obvious effort to get him involved, especially 

when he was guarded by Jerebko. 

By early in the fourth quarter of Game 4, Millsap already had erupted for 41 points. But then Stevens 

answered once more, sticking 6-foot-4-inch guard Marcus Smart on him as the Celtics completed their 

comeback from a 16-point second-half deficit. Millsap scored just 4 more points through regulation and 

in overtime, and the Celtics evened the series at 2-all. 

Thomas averaged 35 points during Boston’s two wins, so in Game 5 Tuesday, Budenholzer threw some 

new defensive wrinkles at the All-Star point guard, trapping him on pick-and-rolls and sometimes 



 

 

 

throwing three players toward him. Thomas was held scoreless in the first half and finished 3 for 12 

before leaving with a mild ankle injury. 

On offense, Atlanta used a smaller, faster lineup that featured Millsap at center and Mike Scott at power 

forward, and it torched Boston in the second and third quarters of the Hawks’ easy win. 

Even though these two teams have hardly changed, the series has already seen several dynamic shifts 

and adjustments, most of which have been quite effective. 

The challenge now, the coaches said, is continuing to tweak and tinker without taxing their players with 

excess information. After Game 5, Thomas — who has played extensively off-the-ball during this series 

— suggested that maybe a way to avoid being trapped on pick-and-rolls was to not pick-and-roll so 

much, allowing him to operate in more isolated situations. Stevens, of course, will consider everything 

and alter some things. 

“I think that’s a coach’s job, to try to make it as short, simple, and sweet as possible and then let guys go 

out there and play a fast game with a clear mind, and that’s the bottom line,” Stevens said. “That’s my 

job and it’s what I’ll stay up thinking about doing.” 
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Stevens said the swelling from Thomas’s mild ankle sprain wasn’t bad Wednesday and he is expected to 

be ready for Game 6. Bradley, who has been sidelined with a hamstring strain since Game 1, did some 

jogging this week and experienced typical soreness afterward, and he remains unlikely to play in this 

series. 

 

 

  


